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ABSTRACT
This article compares two battles for the town of Le Cateau, in August 1914 and
October 1918, to highlight the changes in the character of war which had
occurred over the four years of the First World War. These changes, it argues,
extended beyond the technological, tactical, and operational ones often discussed
by military historians. For instance, the kind of men doing the fighting, and the
objectives for which they contended, were both radically different by 1918, with
important consequences for the way the war was fought.
Gary Sheffield has pointed out that while Napoleon might have felt at home on the
battlefields of August 1914, he would not have recognised the way war was fought a
mere four years later.1 That the First World War transformed the nature of warfare
is in no doubt. It was certainly clear at the time that much had changed. In his
preface to the first edition of the first volume of the British official history of the
army on the Western Front, written in 1922, James Edmonds speaks of his desire ‘to
leave a picture of what war was like in 1914, when trained soldiers were still of
greater importance than material, and gas, tanks, long-range guns, creeping barrages
and the participation of aircraft in ground fighting were unknown.’2 A considerable
body of literature has grown up charting the technical changes that occurred, and
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especially the British response to them, primarily in terms of technology, tactics,
operations and command.3 By December 1945, however, when his last volume
dealing with 1918 finally began to move towards publication, Edmonds seems to have
moved towards a broader view of the Western Front, seeing it as ‘the opening stage
of a great phase of transition in land warfare… from wars of manoeuvre, conducted
with professional armies of medium size, to a war of attrition with million-strong
armies lined up without a gap… [it shows] the change from wars of soldiery
opposed to soldiery to wars of material.’ 4 In other words, alongside technical change
went social and cultural transformation. This essay attempts to address both aspects.
It first compares two battles at either end of the war and draws out the technical
differences between the two. It then goes on to suggest that there were important
changes in the composition and nature of the armies, and the purposes for which
men fought, which not only contributed to the transformation undergone in 19141918 but also set the tone for the rest of the twentieth century. This cultural and
3
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strategic shift, it will suggest, is crucial to a rounded understanding of the
transformation in the nature of war on the Western Front.
The First Battle of Le Cateau, fought on 26 August 1914, is well known, at least in
Great Britain.5 Retreating from its first clash with the Germans at Mons, General Sir
Horace Smith-Dorrien’s II Corps of the British Expeditionary Force (BEF) turned
and stood against Generloberst von Kluck’s First Army on a low ridge west of Le
Cateau. German attempts to envelop both British flanks were prevented by an early
afternoon withdrawal and the BEF was able to continue its retreat relatively
undisturbed thereafter. The battle has long been controversial, not least due to an
unseemly and long-running dispute between the BEF’s Commander-in-Chief, Field
Marshal Sir John French and Smith-Dorrien.6 Nonetheless, John Terraine described it
as ‘not only the most brilliant exploit of the BEF during the Retreat, but one of the
most splendid feats of the British Army during the whole war.’ 7 The first attempt at a
professional history of the battle was A. F. Becke’s The Royal Regiment of Artillery at Le
Cateau of 1919, based on war diaries and interviews with survivors. 8 An artillery
officer himself, although unfit for active service, Becke had published a study of the
Waterloo campaign in 1914 and drew many parallels between the two battles in his
account.9 He later joined the team under James Edmonds compiling the official
history of the Great War. The first volume of this likewise picked up on the parallels
between combat in 1914 and that of earlier eras. On the Aisne in September, for
instance, ‘the fighting resembled that of Waterloo or Inkerman, except that the
combatants, instead of being shoulder to shoulder, controlled by their officers,
advanced in open order and in small parties, and fought usually behind cover or lying
down.’10 Edmonds, himself a veteran of Le Cateau, where he had served as chief of
staff of 4th Division, covers the battle in considerable detail over nearly sixty pages.
Briefer, but useful summaries can be found in John Terraine’s Mons and David
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Ascoli’s The Mons Star.11 Terence Zuber’s The Mons Myth offers a more modern
account, particularly valuable for its painstaking reconstruction of German
movements during the day. Its depiction of the confusion in British ranks on the
morning of 26 August rings truer than Edmonds’ neat and possibly sanitised version.
Unfortunately, these strengths are partly compromised by unrealistic assumptions
about the ability of armies to reproduce training-field tactics under fire, a failure to
apply the same critical eye to German sources as British ones, and an overexuberance of argument which can become wearisome. 12
The Second Battle of Le Cateau, in contrast, never happened – officially, at least. On
8 October 1918 the British Fourth and Third Armies, together with the right wing of
First Army, attacked German positions in the Beaurevoir–Masnières Line, the
rearmost fortifications of the vaunted Hindenburg Line, into which the British had
broken in a series of operations beginning on 27 September. The German defenders,
men of Second and Seventeenth armies, were quickly overrun and over the next few
days fell back over the 1914 battlefield and behind the River Selle, up to which the
British had closed by 12 October. This fighting is what Field Marshal Sir Douglas Haig
referred to as the Second Battle of Le Cateau, although the official historians later
chose to designate it instead as ‘the Battle of Cambrai 1918’ and ‘the Pursuit to the
Selle’.13 The town of Le Cateau itself was cleared by 198 th Brigade (66th Division) on
17 October, and the east bank of the Selle was captured on 20 October. 14
The first and most obvious contrast between 1914 and 1918 was an increase both
quantitative and qualitative in the use of mechanical means of warfare. Take motor
transport, for instance. The BEF of September 1914 had 1,200 lorries, or about 60
11
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per mile of front. By November 1918, there were 26,809, or 450 per mile. 15 The
weight of firepower available grew exponentially too. BEF infantry divisions in 1918
had 64 Vickers and 336 Lewis machine guns, compared with just 24 Vickers in 1914.
While the original BEF had no mortars, by the end of the war divisions had 36
each.16 Smith-Dorrien commanded a total of 216 Royal Field Artillery (RFA), and 12
Royal Garrison Artillery (RGA) medium, artillery tubes. The heaviest were 60pounder guns and 6-inch howitzers.17 Four years later, the attack of the 6th Division
alone was supported by 254 RFA and Royal Horse Artillery (RHA) pieces plus 144
8-inch and 9.2-inch howitzers and a further five siege batteries of 6-inch and 12-inch
guns.18 The artillery density of II Corps in 1914 was thus 21.6 field, and 1.2 medium,
pieces per mile of front, while that of Third Army in 1918 was 76.8 and 42.5
respectively, with 425 heavy guns and howitzers, and another 768 field pieces. 19 The
front in both cases was about ten miles long. Artillery became a much more flexible,
efficient and accurate instrument as the war went on, aided by new techniques in
manufacture, calibration, survey and meteorology. For instance, on 26 August the
field artillery of 5th Division, mainly deployed in close support to the infantry on the
forward slopes of the ridge, fired primarily shrapnel in close support. The guns were
positioned as little as 2–400 yards in rear of the infantry.20 The 108th Heavy Battery
‘took up positions of observation’ only slightly to the rear and also fired on
advancing German infantry. The only aid to counter-battery fire was the enemy’s
muzzle flashes.21 In October 1918, on the other hand, the artillery carried out a
variety of roles, largely by indirect fire, and displayed considerable flexibility. On 6
and 7 October field artillery cut wire, before firing a creeping barrage to cover the
attack on 8 October. When resistance proved light, as on 10 October in the 37 th
Division sector, the creeping barrage was cancelled impressively quickly, within forty
minutes.22 A smoke screen was fired to protect the left flank of XVII Corps, and
15
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heavy artillery provided counter-battery and interdiction fire into enemy rear
areas.23 Use of gas was relatively light. VI Corps heavy artillery fired just 545 gas
shells on 8 October 1918 (less than five per cent of the total) compared with 2,850
(22 per cent) on 21 August. As the Germans fell back, each infantry battalion also
had a battery of 18-pounders moving up with it to provide close support.24 Likely
German strongpoints in villages were bombarded with incendiary shells. 25 Table 1
below shows the broad range of uses to which was artillery was put on 8 October.26
Table 1: Artillery Ammunition Expended, 8 October
Total Shells Percentage Percentage Percentage
Fired
Shrapnel
High
Smoke
Explosive
Field
58,077
39
48
13
Heavy
13,243
14
82
0

Percentage
Gas
0
4

In addition to increased use of old and upgraded technology, of course, another
obvious difference between the two battles was increasing deployment of new
technologies such as the aeroplane and the tank. In 1914, the BEF had four
squadrons of the Royal Flying Corps (RFC) attached, totalling 48 unarmed machines.
Their role was reconnaissance and liaison. On 26 August II Corps had one aircraft
attached to it for reconnaissance, while another five performed the same function
for GHQ and two others were used for carrying messages. 27 By 1918, on the other
hand, the Royal Air Force (RAF) had over 1,700 aircraft carrying out a wide range of
roles.28 David Jordan has concisely described the broad development of British air
23
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power.29 On 8 October itself, Third Army was supported by III Brigade RAF with
261 aircraft in fifteen squadrons, plus a special flight of three Bristol fighters equipped
for long-range artillery observation. One squadron was directly attached to each
corps for contact patrols, reconnaissance and artillery observation. 30 Of the rest,
one squadron of Sopwith Camels was directed to drive down enemy balloons and
then join three others in a ground attack role. 31 Other fighters flew air superiority
missions, while a squadron of day bombers targeted enemy headquarters and road
junctions behind the lines. In all, in the week ending 10 October III Brigade flew over
2,800 hours of combat missions, took 613 photographs, dropped 2,312 25-pound
and 129 112-pound bombs, and claimed twelve enemy aircraft and four balloons
downed.32
A striking feature of 8 October was the use of tanks, not only by the British, but also
by the Germans. Third Army was allocated 32 Mark IV and Mark V tanks, of which
28 made it to the start line.33 In the V Corps sector, their use proved very helpful:
115th Brigade (38th Division) successful attack was ‘due to prompt action and glorious
co-operation of the tanks, great praise is due to them.’34 VI Corps, however, faced a
German counterattack spear-headed by some ten captured and reconditioned
British Mark IV tanks, which achieved considerable surprise and temporarily broke
up the advance of 2nd, 3rd and 63rd Divisions near Niergnies. Four German machines
fought a tank duel with 12th Battalion Tank Corps, knocking out two British machines
for the loss of one. A British-operated, but captured German, anti-tank gun knocked
out a second German tank, whereupon the survivors withdrew. Another two
German-operated female Mark IVs were destroyed further south. 35 The use of both
29
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tanks and aircraft in these manners by 1918 had been barely imagined four years
previously, much less a century before.
Technology is only useful in so far as it is properly used, which leads us on to a
comparison of the tactics of 1914 and 1918. The first and most obvious impact of
technology was that firepower emptied the battlefield. A German staff officer, Major
Alfred Wirth, described the first battle of Le Cateau as ‘like being on manoeuvres;
one could actually still see the troops taking part. In the later fighting that all
disappeared.’36 When II Corps wrote up lessons learned from the fighting of August–
September 1914, it stressed the importance of being positioned out of sight on
reverse slopes. Due to the ‘most unexpected feature of the present war… the
arresting power of modern artillery, and especially of howitzers and heavy artillery’
the choice of defensive positions ‘is now almost entirely governed by this artillery
question’.37 By 1918, consequently, ‘in daylight the battlefields themselves seemed
nearly empty; for it was fatal for bodies of troops or tanks to be seen’.38
In both offence and defence, successful integration of new weapons into combinedarms tactics could greatly increase combat efficiency. Greater complexity, however,
made this considerably more difficult to achieve. At the First Battle of Le Cateau
both sides made use of artillery and machine guns to support their infantry both
directly and by neutralising enemy guns. 39 German infantry advanced by bounds using
fire and movement tactics.40 German cavalry fulfilled a dismounted infantry role,
while the British Cavalry Division played no part at all. There were problems, of
course, especially caused by communication difficulties. For example, the 1 st Battalion
East Lancashire Regiment complained that they received insufficient artillery support
from guns which were too far back and out of touch with the situation. 41
At the second battle, artillery again operated in a close support role. Some British
battalions, such as those in the Guards Division, had a battery of 18-pounders
attached to be used against enemy strongpoints.42 Others, however, even in the
36
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39
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same corps, did not: 2nd Battalion Suffolk Regiment, for example, complained that
artillery was kept under brigade control and hence was not available when
required.43 Debate continued also about the precise nature of combined arms in the
context of 1918. By now, although some saw infantry platoons as themselves
combined-arms units capable of independent action using integral assets if higher
level combined arms broke down, others remained unconvinced. For instance, 115 th
Brigade pointed out that the best way to cross the fire-swept zone was to follow a
creeping barrage. Second best was a standing bombardment, but even in this case, or
if there was no artillery support at all, ‘it remains for the infantry to fight their way
forward under cover of their own weapons and the principles laid down in Infantry
Training [1914] hold good, except that now infantry have light machine guns, rifle
grenades and trench mortars to assist as well.’44 The 13th Battalion Royal Fusiliers put
this into practice when they lost the barrage in front of Hurtebise Farm: aided by
covering fire from four machine guns: ‘the last 300 y[ar]ds, however, were crossed
without the assistance of artillery, sections and platoons giving each other mutual
support with rifle and Lewis gun fire’.45 According to Major-General Cyril Deverell,
commanding 3rd Division,
it is not practicable to provide elaborate artillery barrages for every
operation – rifles, Lewis guns and machine guns must be used. Subordinate
commanders must learn to use ground intelligently and dismiss the idea for
ever from their heads that the only thing to do is to go forward to a direct
attack following an artillery barrage. It is often possible to engage a
troublesome position with fire from the front and at the same time to use
the bulk of the force available to move round and engage the position from
the flanks or rear – capturing it with small loss of men and time. 46
On the other hand, however, 5th Brigade (3rd Division) on 11 October argued that
when facing strong resistance from enemy machine gun strongpoints,
in theory the way to deal with them is for the company, or platoon,
concerned to make a small attack employing the different arms at their own
disposal – rifle grenades, smoke grenades and Lewis guns. In practice I have
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been convinced that the better way is for the infantry to stick tight to their
barrage – which I assume – and to go straight for the M[achine] guns.’47
IV Corps went further, formally laying down that ‘infantry cannot successfully attack
organised resistance without the combination of either artillery or tanks…. The
attack… against a properly consolidated enemy will always be carried out by the
combination of artillery, machine guns and infantry, and frequently with tanks.’ 48
In fact, effective artillery support was often considered crucial. The failure of the
attack of 99th Brigade (2nd Division) on 8 October, for instance, despite being
accompanied by British tanks, was partly due to the German armoured counter
attack mentioned above, but partly, according to one of its battalions, because ‘the
barrages throughout the operations were below the usual standard, being of uneven
nature and not thick enough to meet the opposition.’49 In general, ‘it was found
impracticable to advance by day against organised resistance without the support of
an artillery barrage.’50 Such creeping barrages could by now be arranged relatively
quickly: 19th Division reckoned that three hours would suffice for arranging a simple
barrage, if phone communications were in place, whereas a more complex one might
take eight, although inevitably short-notice barrages were more prone to error than
those carefully planned in advance. 51 Further, in the relatively mobile warfare of the
Hundred Days, counter-battery fire became harder, since it was more difficult to
maintain an updated intelligence picture of enemy gun positions and to move up
heavy artillery and ammunition.52
Other arms could, as we have seen, prove helpful but they were optional extras
rather than essentials. Edmonds tended to dismiss the cavalry: ‘…the cavalry had
done nothing that the infantry… could not have done for itself at less cost’. 53
47
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However, they seem to have played a useful role following up the German retreat. 54
Tank support declined as 1918 wore on. Heavy losses in personnel and machines,
increased demand across the whole front for tanks, logistic difficulties, and the
growing realisation that the use of armour required extensive pre-planning and
liaison, all came together to limit the numbers of tanks available for operations. 55 The
average Third Army division, which in August might have been supported by twelve
machines, could expect only five by October. Some formations, such as 42nd
Division, employed no tanks at all in the autumn of 1918.56 In addition, deteriorating
autumn weather reduced the impact of air power, increasingly preventing
operations.
The increased complexity of combined-arms warfare in 1918 relative to 1914, and
the co-ordination required, is summed up in a comparison of II Corps’ orders for its
advance during the Battle of the Marne in September 1914 with those of the
Canadian Corps for attacking the Hindenburg Line on 27 September 1918. The
former briefly outline the situation, gives objectives and timings, allocates roads to
divisions and sets supply and reporting points. A reproduction of the order occupies
less than two pages of the official history. 57 The equivalent four years later takes up
no less than thirteen, including sections on bridging, artillery, tanks, machine guns,
the RAF and signalling.58
So, just in terms of the range of tools to be integrated, the British army of 1918
faced a more complex tactical problem than the original BEF. The changed nature of
the defence also made things more difficult. The linear defences of 1914 had been
replaced by a flexible defence in depth. The attacker’s impetus would be sapped in a
firepower-swept killing zone, several thousand metres deep, studded with barbed
wire, machine guns, pillboxes and dug-outs, covered by pre-registered artillery. Once
weakened, he would be thrown back to where he started by counterattacks. British
offensive methods by late 1918 were geared to, and most of the time capable of,
54
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overcoming this style of defence. As it happens, by 8 October the German army was
too weak to operate a flexible defence effectively. The Beaurevoir–Masnières Line
itself was incomplete: merely a single line of trenches, incompletely wired, with no
tank obstacles.59 Front-line units were much reduced in numbers. The average
Seventeenth Army battalion ration strength on 11 October was 450 men, down from
over 800 in February. Fighting strengths were lower still. 60 Merely to prevent enemy
infiltration required the deployment of a disproportionate number of companies in
the Forward Zone, but as II Bavarian Corps told Seventeenth Army, ‘one cannot count
on battalions which retreat from the Forward Zone under enemy attack coming
back fit for combat. Divisions must remain strong enough to ensure a successful
defence discounting those elements deployed in the Forward Zone. This was not the
case’.61 The morale of forward garrisons, widely dispersed in small groups with little
supervision and, if attacked, less prospect of relief from non-existent
counterattacking comrades, inevitably suffered and contributed to high surrender
rates.
Operationally, indeed, in some ways 8 October 1918 marked the end of a phase of
the First World War. With the fall of the Beaurevoir–Masnières Line, the days of the
British having to fight their way forwards through fixed fortifications were left behind
for good. The war became more open, and there were several similarities between
the nature of operations in 1918 and 1914. For example, German defensive positions
after 8 October were exclusively improvised at short notice. They were linear and
static, with few available reserves, much as Smith-Dorrien’s had been in 1914. The
aim of defence in both cases was primarily to buy time. II Corps hoped to force the
Germans to deploy and to inflict casualties to cover a further British retreat. In late
1918 German attempts to stand similarly were designed to: cover the evacuation of
sick, wounded and rolling stock; buy time for demolition of infrastructure and the
construction of rearward defences; if possible force the Allies to a negotiated peace;
and certainly to try to maintain control of a rapidly unravelling domestic political
situation. A second similarity was that communications, despite technological
advances for example in wireless, remained extremely poor. Not only did this lead
to high levels of Clausewitzian ‘friction’ in both battles, but it also greatly limited the
role senior commanders could play. In 1914, for example, Smith-Dorrien’s orders to
stand and fight rather than retreat, issued at about 03.00 on 26 August, arrived at 4th
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Division headquarters six miles away at 05.00, at the same time as the Germans
opened fire. 1st Battalion King’s Own Royal Lancaster Regiment was surprised by
German artillery and machine-gun fire and lost ‘some four hundred casualties’. 62 That
afternoon, 1st Battalion Gordon Highlanders never received orders to withdraw with
the rest of II Corps and was consequently cut off with 500 men taken prisoner. The
battalion ceased to exist.63 German First Army headquarters, set up in a cottage north
of Solesmes, had no communications links with its corps in the evening of 25 August
and only received news of action next morning at 10.00., five hours after fighting
began.64 Things were better by 1918, but problems continued. As Brian Hall has
observed, ‘even though the BEF was employing a much more robust, flexible and
sophisticated communications system than it had ever done before, tenuous
communications were still having a detrimental impact on its operations’.65 In
particular, the shift away from trench warfare, with its established wire networks,
after August 1918 caused problems. As 188 th Brigade remarked, ‘accustomed as we
are to the telephone, when removed from it we become somewhat helpless’. 66 In
semi-open warfare, the median time taken for a message to reach division from a
battalion, by whatever means of transmission, was 64 minutes. 67 This introduced a
long, and highly unpredictable, lag into decision-making. Indeed, Major-General
Torquil Matheson (GOC, Guards Division) observed that:
During the last two days I have noticed that information regarding the
situation in front has been sent in only at long intervals, and when it is sent
in it is two or three hours old. I have often received information about the
position of the Guards Division from flank divisions long before I have heard
the same information from my own brigade commanders. 68
On 21 August, in the midst of a major set-piece attack, Lieutenant-General Sir
Aylmer Haldane commanding VI Corps had so little to do while he awaited reports
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from the front that he spent much of the day reading the memoirs of Marshal
Oudinot.69
At the operational level, however, in at least four respects the 1914 and 1918
models of ‘open warfare’ were very different. First, and most technically, long-range
artillery and airpower had increased the depth of the battlefield. Heavy artillery,
controlled at Army level and guided by long-range Bristol fighters equipped with
wireless, targeted enemy headquarters and communications from 10,000 yards to
twenty miles behind the German front line, while the RAF attacked targets up to
twelve miles deep.70
Secondly, the nature of the intelligence problem had changed. In August 1914 simply
finding the enemy was tricky. The Germans spent much of 25 August zig-zagging
across country in pursuit of contradictory cavalry and aerial reconnaissance reports
of the direction of British retreat, and the next day’s efforts to cut off that retreat
were prejudiced by poor information. 71 In 1918, for the British at least, the standard
of operational intelligence was considerably improved and, although touch was
occasionally lost during pursuit phases, in general enemy positions were clear from
RAF reports and small-scale cavalry patrols. Strategic intelligence, such as how many
divisions the enemy held in reserve, was also detailed and good. 72 What was most
needed now, however, was tactical intelligence about enemy front-line strengths,
morale and intentions, and these were the focus of British intelligence work. On 9
October, for instance, Third Army discovered from prisoner-of-war interrogations
that 6th Division had a total fighting strength of only 459 men. 73 The previous week, it
had circulated a captured German document, dated 21 September, which spoke of
poor morale and riots behind the lines in Cambrai. 74 On 6 October, based on
‘reports’, the intelligence branch estimated (correctly) that the Germans would hold
in the Beaurevoir–Masnières Line for as long as possible before pulling back twenty
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kilometres to a new defensive position.75 This was a level of detail neither necessary
nor possible four years earlier.
Thirdly, more complex armies required more logistic support. The BEF went to
France in 1914 about 160,000 strong all told. In August 1918, half as many, nearly
80,000 men, were employed merely keeping the railways moving to support the
British army in France.76 The pre-war assumption had been that the maximum
practical distance from supply railheads at which armies could operate was 50 miles.
In fact, Kluck, by dint of improvisation and living off the land, was able to maintain his
advance and fight 60–80 miles forward for a time.77 By 1916, with greatly increased
needs for supplies of all kinds, the British reckoned that the maximum had fallen to
25 miles.78 In the autumn of 1918, railway and road construction struggled to keep
up with the British advance. By 8 October, supply railheads which had been fifteen
miles back in August were now up to 25 miles behind the front, and the attack had
to be postponed 24 hours because of ammunition supply problems. 79 Third Army
was unable to launch its assault crossing of the River Selle before 20 October as it
had to wait for supplies to come forward. The follow-up breakout operation,
originally planned for the 22nd, then had to be put back a further 24 hours ‘owing to
the arrival of ammunition trains being delayed by accidents on the line’. 80 The
material-intensive warfare of 1918 compromised operational mobility.
This leads us on to a fourth difference between 1914 and 1918. The open flanks
which permitted a war of movement in August and September 1914 were long gone.
The First Battle of Le Cateau was typical of operations in a war of movement: a
meeting engagement characterised by both operational and tactical attempts at
envelopment. The Germans not only tried to drive in both flanks of the overall
British position in the course of 26 August; at the tactical level they also successfully
took the defenders in flank and enfiladed them on several occasions. 81 By 1918,
although movement had returned to the battlefield, increased force to space ratios
(and the logistic constraints discussed above) ensured that operational manoeuvre
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did not. Smith-Dorrien deployed ten brigades (40 battalions) to defend a ten-milelong position. Third Army in October 1918 used 48 brigades (144 battalions) to
attack along a similar frontage. Warfare now primarily consisted of serial, set-piece,
direct frontal assaults which resulted in a form of rolling attrition, aimed at killing and
capturing large numbers of enemy. As Brigadier-General Hanway Cumming wrote in
his memoirs:
There had been little scope for tactical manoeuvring during these last three
months. Big movements were certainly made, but they appertained more to
strategy than to tactics, and the role of the fighting troops could hardly be
called open warfare as flanks were still, in the big sense, “un-get-at-able”.82
Any psychological dislocation of the enemy was a desirable, but secondary
consideration, to be achieved by presenting him with multiple high-tempo frontal
threats which overloaded his capacity to react, rather than by administering J. F. C.
Fuller’s ‘shot through the brain’.83
We shall return to this shift from a war of movement to one of rolling attrition
below. First, the change in who was fighting the war needs to be examined. One
striking contrast between the British armies of 1914 and 1918, which reflected the
changed nature of the war, was the global nature of the manpower pool drawn on.
In 1914 almost all the men of the BEF had been born in the British Isles. In 1918, one
New Zealand Division served in Third Army. 66 th Division contained a South African
brigade. Three companies of 1st Battalion King’s Royal Rifle Corps were commanded
by Rhodesians.84 The Canadian Cavalry Brigade took part in the pursuit to the Selle.
The Australian Corps had just been pulled out of the line and replaced in Fourth
Army by II American Corps. Other Americans flew in the skies above Le Cateau or
worked as medical officers in British battalions, and the Chinese Labour Corps
worked behind the lines. The British army, as did the French, pulled in manpower
from all over the world: a source of strength on which the Central Powers could not
draw.
The men who fought the first battle of Le Cateau were trained peacetime soldiers.
Both armies at this stage consisted exclusively of peacetime trained soldiers brought
up to strength by the mobilisation of recent reservists. In the BEF, reservists
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constituted up to 60 per cent of the strength of some infantry battalions. 85 All men
were of course originally volunteers. In the largely conscript German Army, the
proportion of reservists was lower in active infantry battalions (39 per cent)
although two of First Army’s six army corps were reserve formations with a much
higher proportion of men from the Reserve and the Landwehr 1st Ban.86 Not
surprisingly, by 1918 few of the original men were still serving. Benjamin Ziemann
points out that in the Bavarian Army the average length of active service during the
war was fifteen months and only 2.7 per cent of those applying at Munich after 1918
for pensions for nervous ailments had been on active service all the way through. 87
Of 16,470 German soldiers taken prisoner by Fourth Army in August 1918, just 9.7
per cent were active soldiers of the classes of 1913 or before who would have been
with the colours in 1914. A further 7.4 per cent had been Reservists of the classes of
1907-11 when war broke out and so would have been called up at once. Over half
(54 per cent) of the 1918 army was under 24 years old: their only military
experience, therefore, was in wartime. 88 Most officers, too, were wartime
appointments. Thus, in 24th Infantry Regiment for example, men who in 1914 had led
half-sections were commanding companies by 1918. Battalion commanders at the
end of the war had been section leaders at the beginning, and the regimental
commander had gone to war leading a company. 89 Of the 87 officers of 1st Guards
Reserve Regiment in August 1918, 18 (21 per cent) had been with the regiment since
1914, although only six had been officers then, with the balance promoted from the
ranks. 28 had served since 1915, 7 from 1916, 14 from 1917 and 20 had joined in the
course of 1918.90
The British Army, of course, was in a similar situation by 1918. Some regular
formations, such as 3rd Division, managed to retain a kernel of 1914 regulars: 9.2 per
cent of its August 1918 all-ranks strength had been members of the original BEF.91
Territorial and New Army formations, however, are unlikely to have had such high
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levels of pre-war regular representation. In the (Kitchener Army) 6 th Battalion the
Dorsetshire Regiment on 28 August 1918, for example, the longest serving officer
had gone to France in August 1915. By 30 September, nineteen of the twenty-two
officers on regimental duty had joined the battalion within the previous five months,
and the other three dated back only to 1917.92 As Gary Sheffield has said, ‘by January
1918, although many wartime volunteers and even a few pre-war Regulars and
Territorials remained with the colours, the British army was largely a conscript
force’ and heavy casualties in the course of the year only increased the proportion of
conscripts.93 In 1914 the average age had been 27; in the last months of the war it
fell to 25, with 36 per cent of the dead 21 or younger. 94 Although at higher levels
there was greater continuity, the old BEF had largely faded away. 95
This was of more than statistical significance, because it meant that a different
generation was doing the fighting in 1918, one composed of men which had, in some
cases personally, in others at second hand, been exposed for up to four years to
what Alan Kramer has called the ‘dynamic of destruction’, the vicious cycle whereby
ever more unlimited objectives spawned new ways of fighting which themselves led
to increasingly extreme war aims.96 If there was any chivalry on the 1914 battlefield,
it did not last long amongst reports of atrocities against both combatants and
civilians. John Horne and Alan Kramer have shown that German violence against
civilians began at once.97 Captain Sir Edward Hulse’s letter home of 21 September
1914 contains an apparently convincing description of German soldiers shooting
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over 30 wounded and helpless British soldiers. 98 It is not easy to reconstruct what
motivated the men of the original BEF. Most of them did not have the selfconsciousness or articulacy of the later recruits who have so coloured our
perceptions of the inner life of the First World War British soldier. For many, no
doubt ‘the common denominator may… be described as passive acceptance, a
willingness to do one’s duty’.99 There were some for whom ‘war was their job.
Active service was to be welcomed as a picnic change from the monotony of
soldiering in England. Also, to the man keen on his profession… it meant the chance
of promotion and of showing what he was made of.’ 100 Perhaps patriotism, honour
and glory played a part for some. By 1918, though, ‘a willingness to do one’s duty’
seems to have predominated as other illusions faded away. As Hubert Essame, a
subaltern in 1918, put it, the war poets’ outlook was unrepresentative of the men
with whom he fought, who ‘saw their situation in a different light: admittedly war
was evil; nevertheless it was their duty to their country to fight, if necessary to the
end, hoping rather pathetically, that this would be “the war to end all wars”’. 101 War
was in no sense their job. In fact, the war was getting in the way of their jobs and
lives. If grinding patiently through the German lines offered the quickest route home,
then that was the way Tommy would go.
War in 1918 was also very different because the objectives for which it was being
fought had changed. In part, this was driven by the terrible logic of war itself, where
heavy sacrifice could only be justified by further sacrifice and violence could only be
trumped by yet greater violence. 102 As Stéphane Audoin-Rouzeau and Annette
Becker have asked, ‘could the term “field of glory” be applied after Verdun or the
Somme? An aesthetic and ethical code of heroism, courage and battle violence
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vanished in the immense cataclysm of 1914–18.’103 This cultural change, however,
was closely related to strategic developments. Germany went to war possessing
inchoate objectives in 1914. In so far as she had a coherent strategy, it was to knock
France out of the war quickly to enable concentration on the threat in the east. The
army’s planning gave much attention to the mechanics of defeating the French army
but little if any consideration to the strategic aim of doing so. 104 1870, however, had
shown the danger involved in bringing down the whole French regime. To do so
would risk tying up troops needed against Russia in a long and frustrating Volkskrieg.
It would be better by far to win fast, decisive victories, leaving in place a government
with whom to negotiate French non-intervention and, perhaps, access to the
resources of the industrial north-east and Longwy-Briey basin. The German assault
in 1914 was as violent as it was, both in the field and against non-combatants, not
because its objectives were unlimited – if anything, the opposite was the case – but
precisely because speed was of such essence. From the German perspective, the
opening battles must be decisive and therefore must be fought without restraint.
Germany had to beat France in 1914, while the British and French had merely to
stay in the game. This would allow their economic and naval muscle to wear down
the Central Powers as they struggled to keep up a two-front war. This was most
obviously true for Britain, but also applied to France. Of course, there was a political
and economic imperative to minimise the amount of French territory occupied by
the enemy. This restricted Joffre’s freedom of action. Nonetheless, he could – and
indeed after the defeat of his eastern offensives, must – trade space for time as
Moltke and Falkenhayn could not. All three belligerents were fighting for essentially
limited objectives in 1914.
By 1918, this had all changed, and both time and space had become less critical than
numbers. President Wilson’s Fourteen Points of January 1918 were seen as relatively
moderate because they made no claims for reparations or directly on the territory
of the Central Powers beyond the return of lands occupied since 1914 and AlsaceLorraine. Nonetheless, by speaking of independence for Poland, for ethnic minorities
in Austria-Hungary and the non-Turkish parts of the Ottoman Empire, they
threatened the integrity of Prussia, Austria-Hungary and Turkey and would have
required a German admission that all the sacrifices of the war were for naught. The
treaties of Brest-Litovsk and Bucharest in any case went against the Fourteen Points
and showed how little quarter any country defeated by Germany could expect. It
was also increasingly clear that neither the German army nor the Kaiserreich would
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survive anything perceived as a defeat. The inability of Ludendorff and Hindenburg in
October 1918 to admit that, even if her army had not yet been finally destroyed at
the operational level, Germany nonetheless strategically had been defeated, gave rise
to the possibility of incorporating a levée en masse into an Endkampf which
threatened heavy Allied casualties and the self-immolation of the Fatherland.105 From
the Allied point of view, the best way both to break down conventional resistance
and to forestall any possible new Volkskrieg was to round up – or kill – as many
German soldiers as possible while using material superiority to minimise British and
French casualties. The only time constraint in 1918 was that the longer the war
continued, the greater American influence at the peace negotiations would be. A
manoeuvrist proto-Blitzkrieg along the lines of J. F. C. Fuller’s ‘Plan 1919’ was not
only never considered as seriously as Fuller liked to pretend, and was technologically
impossible with the tanks and transport available; it also would have done little to
prevent a German insurgency. The campaign of rolling attrition fought by the Allies
in the last months of 1918 was the result. It destroyed the enemy’s will to fight in
the most direct manner possible, by destroying his citizen army. It was, in the event,
the most appropriate means of achieving Allied ends, much as it would be at the end
of the next war, too.
This article has considered the transformation of war between 1914 and 1918 by
comparing the two battles of Le Cateau and drawing out the similarities and
differences between them in terms of technology, tactics and operations. The pace
and scale of technical transformation was remarkable. There has not been space
here to consider how armies on both sides managed to adapt, but the ability to do
so was clearly central to battlefield outcomes. This essay has also argued, however,
that by 1918 a largely new generation of soldiers, tempered in the crucible of war
itself, were in the line. They brought to the task a grim determination which was
reflected in the way they fought and which proved well suited to the kind of war it
had become.
Napoleon might have recognised the First Battle of Le Cateau. But by the second,
not only the face of battle, but also the shape of war, would have been beyond him.
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